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The start-up of burning phase in tokamak reactor plasmas is sensitive to the shape of velocity

distribution functions of fuel ions and alpha particles. The energetic fuel ions are generated by

NBI and/or RF heating, experience collisional relaxation and radial diffusion, and contribute

to the nuclear fusion reaction. The collisional relaxation of alpha particles also affects the bulk

temperature of fuel ions and the power partition rates. In order to describe the time evolution

of bounce-averaged velocity distribution functions, the three-dimensional Fokker-Planck code

TASK/FP has been developed. Nonlinear Coulomb collision operator with non-Maxwellian

background distribution functions, radial diffusion with CDBM-like turbulent transport model,

and parallel processing over minor radius, particle species, and momentum have been imple-

mented. Simulations were carried out for ITER plasmas with initial temperature 2.5keV, initial

central electron density 1020m−3, off-axis NBI heating, and far off-axis pellet-like continuous

fuel source. First we confirmed that the Coulomb collision operator affects the initial rising time.

With background ion velocity distribution of average-temperature Maxwellian, the collisional

power transfer to bulk ions is over-estimated and the temperature of fuel ions increases rapidly.

With self-consistent non-Maxwellian background distribution, the initial power-transfer to elec-

tions is dominant and the temperature rise is delayed. Second, saturated states of D plasma were

obtained with the CDBM transport model consistent with the results of one-dimensional trans-

port simulation with TASK/TR. Third, time evolution of DT plasmas were carried out. It is con-

firmed that precise control of external heating and fuel source is required to obtain the results

without thermal instability. Finally, the velocity dependence of the radial diffusion coefficient

is discussed for the difference between thermal and particle diffusions, and better confinement

of energetic ions observed in experiments.
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